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Abstract
I repeat a theory I launched in 2012 and dismissed afterwards because I was not sure about its soundness and partially because I realized it was only an approximation to more complex situations. However, it is useful and explains several observations of mine from very simple characteristics.

1 Introduction.
I advise the reader to read some material in “Foundations of a theory of quantum gravity” as well as a “generally covariant quantum theory”. Further information can be found in my other publications on sociology, spirituality and psychology. All of those follow the strict scientific tradition conventional in theoretical physics. I shall not bother to explain all my assumptions here as I intend to write those down into a book about spirituality and consciousness in particular.

2 An SU(2) gauge theory with charges black and white.
This is somewhat reminiscant of the Chinese Ying and Yang theory; every human being contains a certain state, which we imagine to be derived from the state of the universe, containing black and white mass and can eat or emit black or white currents. The eating process is accompanied with an increase in mass and the person becomes literally swollen and heavier changing his ground state. Actually, this state is changing all the time but one is edowed with a natural mechanism to converge to the absolute ground state which is either black or white polarized or mixed. The closer the (temporal and not necessarily natural) ground state of two partners are, the less they exchange spiritual matter but they will resonate in a positive way putting their excess from the natural ground state in the entire environment in the form of mental images (ghosts) or eventually colored (mixed black or white) currents taking different shapes (such as snakes or monsters). Such marriages are characterized by good physical sex and a healthy form of amusement, give a deep sense of fulfillment and is oriented towards positive feelings. In case the temporal ground states are far removed...
from one an another they will try to exchange the relevant color mixture so that the respective states approximate one and another; in case this approximation brings one closer to the natural ground state the person will feel better, otherwise worse. To repeat an example from my latest paper, K(H) and J(N) have been married spiritually. J has a white dominant natural ground state whereas K is circularly polarized. K has been eating constantly black excess mass giving her stress and a gain of weight but decided at some point to change her spiritual personality with two penalties (a) unhappiness and (b) a constant strain on her husband L(W) who has a natural black dominant ground state. Due to the spiritual marriage with J who is extremely strong, K is constantly pulled in the direction of her original, white dominant, natural ground state giving L(W) further trouble since that brings him out of his natural black dominated ground state. K worships the modern God of materialism and decides to stick with L causing severe spiritual disruptions. J(N) has been married to M(S) who has also a white dominant natural ground state; the marriage has been very exciting with lots of sex (on average more than once a day over a period of eight years). They have had lots of fun until she, unconsciously and out of love, started to eat black from J because he was under a tremendous stress. This made her ill and out of energy putting an end to the relationship due to a complete misunderstanding of the signals. M has by this time another black dominant friend and they constantly quarrel and share each others misery, when meeting J she becomes excited and sexually eroused and even though he is still overweight, they still positively resonate. Overall, she also changed a bit her natural ground state but not to the degree K did. Hence, M became unhappy, sour and fatter, she has to go on constant diet even though, in the presensce of J, she ate a lot more food, drunk alcohol and was nevertheless skinnier and radiated happiness. K is ungrateful towards J and has been punished.

K is married to L who is black dominant and often ill; he is also eating her whiteness which is over his leage. J and L have a difficult relationship because L thinks J wants to steal K with whom J has been spiritually married but recently divorced and reconnected on her request. L is expected to become ill soon because K is out of his leage. K, L and the brother of J, who is also naturally circularly polarized, but is now whither than he should due to J, all share behavioral characteristics which were foreign to J and M; their temporal ground state is further removed from the natural one than is the case with J. J is being punished for being happy amongst a bunch of sourballs.

A person is also endowed with a sensitivity and frequency both of which make up the intelligence; J is highly sensitive and high frequent whereas L has a lower frequency but is equally sensitive. K is less sensitive but higher frequent than L, so she is less often ill but has lost all joy. J values K slightly more than M given that they resonate better intellectually whereas she also provides for a soft tension where the relationship with M was more relaxed. M and her new boyfriend have similar frequencies but differently polarized ground states; her boyfriend, M(M), becomes fat from eating white from her and J/M son who is also white dominant but less so than J. The daughter is like K which suggests that the natural mother of J must have circular polarization while his legal mother is black dominant. J feels no connection to his legal mother whatsoever and she delusionally believes he is a dangerous person which is a rather strange
sentiment for a natural mother.

3 Practical solution of the problem.

J has been demonized by M and the entire Belgian establishment because he is the most powerful. The sex between J and M was for J like ice cream, sweet, joyful and addictive and after a long thought, this is the optimal way. K does not want to engage in sex with J and is even hesitant so mentally because she is afraid of the overwhelming emotional discharges given that she needs to move back to her original ground state. J feels sorry for K and has warm feelings for her but is not interested in conventional marriage with her... a partial solution for all of them probably demands a relocation to a better geographical environment than the three sickening hellholes J, M and K live in now. J and K will have to settle and consume their bound in physical reality and this will not happen at the cost of L; he probably will realize that other marriages are more advantageous for him or “die” in some way in his contemporary missionary state where he has delusions about a battle between “eternal” good and evil. J knows there is no other way and will not settle for less, hopefully K shares this wisdom.

People with different ground states interact and the details of the latter depend upon the spatio temporal geometrical aspects of the worldlines of the humans. Happy couples move as Cooper pairs and interact little with the environment while differently oriented people better stay at a distance from one and another. For this very reason, family is extremely important and strong, happy, couples better stay together when moving around people. A strong individual can cause unvoluntary a fair share of misery depending on geometrical details. Therefore, a marriage between a weak and strong individual does not work, neither does it function when polarization vectors are too different. J and K should either share the same office or live isolated from society.

Now, even the construction of buildings as well as the house where one lives is important; J needs a castle made out of marble with cherry wooden elements in the furniture. Marble completely isolates one spiritually from the environment giving piece, mental focus and energy. Also, big rooms are necessary for remaining pieceful, otherwise the room would fill up too quickly with energy causing distractions. Small minds need smaller rooms since the solitude of a big room would drive them crazy.

Meanwhile, the connection between J and his brother has been broken which first made his brother sleepy and afterwards more energetic at his work which previously made him sick due to his presumed superiority over his colleagues. In reality, he has been mentally elevated by J which gave him that impression and has now in one day fallen back to a state closer to his natural ground state which makes him feel more energetic but less superior and therefore more in harmony with his colleagues. Now he blames J to be a vampire, but in reality his frequency will lower further and he shall become less white until he has reached his natural circularly polarized ground state. This one will coincide with his experiences at the age of 17. J and his brother will probably not meet very
often anymore.

The son of J, E, is mentally fucking his mother M and “stephdad” M. He is a bit less sensitive, energetic and white than J but is still far elevated above his mother M in all those three aspects. J and M their daughter, A, is equally energetic than E, but less sensitive and circularly polarized which puts her somewhat in the middle between her mother M(S) and stephdad M(M). A becomes nervous of J but they resolve the matter in a playful way; mentally she overpowers her mother and stephdad and is slightly submissive to E. In the village where A,E,M live, they think of A,E as vampires and J is of course the devil; the real reason is of course that the large majority of Belgians are circularly or black polarized and not very bright whereas E,A,M are all very bright (in lowering order) and also very white or circular.

We live in a society where everybody is overweight; but everybody strives to keep as long as possible the polarization of the natural ground state meaning that the black-white proportion is kept. A person will only feel sick if the overweight becomes too large or when the polarization deviates too much from the original one. In the case of J, he is severely overweight and his polarization has become less white. Therefore, he needs to spit out much more black than white. Skinny black dominated people who are unhappy (a bit too white) can eat a bit of his blackness which increases their weight but makes them happier. Likewise, overweight white people can give some whiteness and put the blackness elsewhere. When a person feels unhappy, he or she gets too much the colour of the inferior polarization. For example, J used to be all smiles is the first years of his marriage with M and there was almost no spookiness and his weight did not increase; when he started to feel miserable, M detected spooky behavior which became worse when she left him. J has been miserable for 10 years and has increased his weight substantially. M has too since she left J so J knows she loves him. K is not exactly circular but slightly white and has become indifferent since she married L; however, she wrongfully blames J for this given that she becomes more like J in his presence while L gets more hostile. Finally, J his son E cannot stand the illness of J anymore given that he is too sensitive; A barely can handle her father given that she is substantially less sensitive.

There is a picture of a happy K and L at the sea; the reason for this is that salted water with a lot of iodine absorbs the spirits causing your partner to be less stressed. K of course thinks that the vampire influence of J is killed at the sea; in reality however, she is curing and so is L, when they get back home and encounter stressful situations, they will start to make each other sick again because K will put her excess blackness at L, which makes him happy and compensates for the excess whiteness he took during the day. He has to do sports otherwise he gets overweight. So, from K,L point of view, they heal one and another but they do not resonate and if L interprets her black ghosts as work of the devil, the relation is a very unhappy one. Point is that in this relationship there is no joy something which J has noticed for long time; so in that sense J is her white air who can relief L of too much sport so that K and L can do equal activities, something they do lately. In the absence of J, or his hrooteer, the relationship will become joyless and a burden. So, K and L have been married for so many years precisely due to the presence of J while they
think the opposite, J will show them because they have maltreated him.

It is impossible for K to stay happy without emanating ghosts given that she is a natural absorber given her relative high frequency which reaches over considerable distances of several miles (so she should be shielded by many other white woman, many because otherwise stresses would develop amongst them). For L such scenario is possible given his lower frequency if he were to be protected by equally strong, but less sensitive black men. This would not make any difference however since if the healing between K and L falls apart, there is no reason for them to stay together, cfr. a sexual escapade L had while he was feeling well.

To make the link with behavioral psychology is not straightforward, but the story continues as follows: J sees himself as a beautiful immense prehistoric white bird with theeth. K is also like that but is filled with snakes which makes it hard from her to get off the ground, at least this is so from the perspective of J. She can, with the help of J, fly but she will eventually get back to earth because of the snakes. How to interpret this? Extremely white, high frequent people are seen by less white polarized people with average frequency as risk-takers or, towards the black polarization of the observer, as totally reckless and uncontrollable. Now, this perception improves as the frequency raises; for example M is less frequent, whitely polarized and sensitive than J. Nevertheless she is attracted to him like a magnet and plays bond girl; one of the obstacles between J and M was that she felt insecure given that J was of the opinion that she should take care of herself. Now, K is slightly white (almost circular) and high frequent (more than M, but less than J); she gets a mental orgasm with J (they resonate) but feels he is too liberal, has little values and rather on the wild side. J thinks K is patronizing, socially dull, and needs a good fuck to get her attitude washed out. There is a mysterious attraction between them; if the environment is three quarter white K and J have a good chance to overcome this barrier, in Belgium which is mainly black or circular, K feels too insecure to make the leap and prefers to stay a zombie (at least in the eyes of J). Now, black sensitive L, with a frequency just lower than K is perceived by J as immobile, slow and unimaginative and this is even so over the phone and not only in direct contact where both become more stupid. This is of course frustrating for J and L thinks of J as arrogant and socially inept (which can also be said of him). For J, L is a snake. In general, the more white someone is, the more honest, straightforward, daring and (physically as mentally) powerful he or she is. Indeed all good athletes J knows are whitely polarized. The colour black is associated to prudence, conservatism, vulnerability and “smallness”. Indeed, white people usually have grand visions whereas black ones are small detaillists and be sure J is bored to hell by the detailed exposes of L which he can more cleverly do in many fewer lines whereas L does not comprehend any of the visions of J. In front of a white person, blackly polarized ones tend to make small lies to protect themselves especially when the white person is much higher frequent as is the case in J versus L, which might explain why J sees L as a snake. Unfortunately, Hitler was very white too and therefore white bombs such as J get branded as the new Hitler...totally disrespectful and to vomit.

It is not for nothing that the French say “les petits Belges” given that French people are whitely polarized (but less than J). K and J could be happy in france,
say Paris. J would become less white and K more; please make Macron reserve the palais de Versailles for its future inhabitants (not entirely a joke). Black people amongst themselves can smile, be constructive and resonate; in the presence of a highly frequent and sensitive white male, this behavior can change totally. The white male is seen as dominant, threatening (due to black ghosts) and primitvre albeit extremely intelligent. They regard him as a predator and want to dispose of him; the white male on the other hand perceives them as petty small minds and sourballs; this is true from his perspective given that white people amongst themselves tend to be more talkative and share grand visions and dreams. Black people are more money oriented than white ones; the latter being more idealistic dreamers. Therefore, it is in my view optimal to separate white from black as much as possible and also to subdivide further according to frequency. This would severely reduce the amount of gossip and evil doing making sure that fewer people get sick and overweight. In case of illness, hospitals should be of mixed color with shared rooms of different geometry depending on the patients lying on them.

Historically, it is so that the great inventors and statesmen are almost all white which fits the above description. This implies that is hard for black to evolve and survive in the long run. White, high frequent and highly sensitive people are much clearer and generous thinkers than their black counterparts. The reason is that big thinkers can understand small ones but not the other way around; unfortunately history has also developed nazism which culminated in the white NSPD movement of Hitler.
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